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Delhi WHAT YOUR WEEKEND

These terracotta pots/hampers by Daily Dump help you manage your household waste and convert it to useful high-quality compost (₹ 300 onwards). Where: www.DailyDump.org
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ECO SHOP

Ditch plastic for bamboo, branded glares for recycled chashmas and LED lights for solar lanterns. Celebrate World Environment Day the What's Hot way!

No-nicotine culinary herbs and tea infusions straight from the hills of Kumaon, organic gouda and feta cheese and herbal remedies procured from farms across India, the very down-to-earth solar lamps by TERI and a breathtaking range of pure bamboo artefacts on shop shelves... The Capital's love for all things green couldn't have been better timed with World Environment Day around the corner (June 5). Kick-start the celebrations with a pledge to care for the Earth, show your support for a cause close to your heart, attend French screenings on water and waste pollution, two issues that are relevant in the Indian context or attend a photography show on water.

Next, collect your shopping bags and head for Select Citywalk where World Wildlife Fund is organising a 'Shop for a Cause' extravaganza featuring their range of nature conservation products like bees, currybags, notebooks, rugs and more. WWP merchandise will also be available at the South Indian restaurant chain Vanglo. All guests at the restaurant will have an opportunity to participate in contests that will test their knowledge on the environment, giving them a chance to win gifts. Another eco retail destination will be Eco Festival (Jun 2-5) by the Kriti Team, with workshops for children, ecocards (screening), eco cafe and spontaneous gigs and jamming. Eco prizes will be given to children for excellence in the workshops. Pick up community made accessories and jewellery from their in-house Eco Fair, and organic and herbal home plants and seeds from Eco Nursery. Art lovers could profess their green worship by shopping for canvases at the art exhibition at India Habitat Centre, 'The Lost Forest—Sacred Grove of Harayana', a photo essay on Margherita, a flourishing forest near Delhi. This is not all, you could add many more green goodies to your shopping list by visiting the following stores...

Innovative and colourful newspaper bowls (₹ 65) and newspaper coasters (₹ 45) at Sau Phucola Road, Chai Bag (IT)...

Kriti Team works with consort to recycle rural and urban waste retailing ecological products... have beautiful lamps with... on pure silk; by artist...(₹ 700). Where: Tara Apa, Alakanda

PAPER PERFECT

Delhi Design Store brings eco-friendly products with innovative and colourful newspaper bowls (₹ 65) and newspaper coasters (₹ 45) at Sau Phucola Road, Chai Bag (IT)...

Kriti Team works with consort to recycle rural and urban waste retailing ecological products... have beautiful lamps with... on pure silk; by artist...(₹ 700). Where: Tara Apa, Alakanda

WAS

Hemani Chopra makes one... from elephant's por with... dyes. One can find funky, price collapse... frame (₹ 50) (below). Where: Tatab a...